COLOUR YOUR REFLECTION

LACOBEL. WONDERFUL COLOURFUL GLASS
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Lacobel, AGC Flat Glass Europe’s range of painted glass,
reflects the brilliance of your design – it intensifies colour
and transforms it into sparkling rays of light that add
magic and movement to interiors. It plays with shadows
and light to capture the ever-changing spectrum of
colour and enhances and enlarges rooms by adding
depth and creating amazing new perspectives. The
new Lacobel range comprises 25 different colours that
you can use to create a sense of light and space.
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Rich
Luminous
Aluminium Blue

Painted glass is vibrant and
giving. The play of colour and
sparkle help create and shape
space. It adds perspective and
depth. Choose your colours and
be daring in your combinations.
Like cladding the bathtub in
black, in perfect harmony with
grey and blue walls.
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T h e n o n - sto p b a l l e t o f
reflections magnifies large
spaces. A mirror-image world
by the grace of glass.
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Enhance
your rooms
your rooms
Enhance
A sparkling material used to
illuminate an object. See the
red surface of the table,
incandescent in its dark
environment. The right material
in the perfect colour.
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Painted glass is the ideal
instrument for giving colour a
dazzling solo. Improvising a
symphony of reflections.
Creating an atmosphere that
never ceases to amaze us.
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Classic
Orange

This wall cladding is a hymn
to colour. A finish that demands
respect, albeit with a knowing
wink. The table surface echoes
this coloured refrain, but
never tires.
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Display cases that give a
perfect view of their precious
contents, and shelves on which
you can contemplate your
image. An intriguing doublegame. Try, create, push the
envelope.
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Light is constantly changing.
The light from a spring morning
is in no way resembles the
light b efore a storm. This
wall cladding captures light
in the kitchen and shines it
throughout the home.
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COUPLING THE BEAUTY OF PAINT WITH THE BENEFITS OF GLASS
Discover Lacobel’s 25 contemporary colourways.
Fill your rooms with a thousand rays of light.

Multiple applications:

LACOBEL SAFE for extra safety.

Lacobel glass can only be used for interior applications.
It can be used for furnishings (e.g. sliding or fixed doors,
tables, shelving, display cases), as an indoor wall covering
for commercial applications (e.g. in offices, restaurants,
shops) or residential spaces (e.g. kitchens, bathrooms,
living rooms) or even as a writing board.

SAFE is a polypropylene film placed on the painted side
of the glass. It offers users two key advantages: the layer
of paint on the glass is protected from scratches, and if
the glass breaks, the shards will remain attached to the
film (thus avoiding injury or damage).

Practical advantages:
The moisture-proof layer of paint on the back of Lacobel
glass is always positioned on the inside of the supporting
structure. This protects it from any damage and ensures that
the colour and appearance of the glass are maintained.
Lacobel glass is easy to bond using silicone adhesives, tile
adhesives or double-sided adhesives.
For more information, see our “Cutting and Installation
Guide” on www.yourglass.com.

Discover the full range of 25 Lacobel Standard colours
on page 22 (available in stock).
We can also create customised colourways for orders
over 200 m2 (see MyColour by Lacobel - page 23).
The exact colour of Lacobel may vary depending on the thickness of the glass.
Some of the colours shown in the photographs may look different in real life.
AGC Glass Europe suggests that you look at samples of Lacobel when selecting
a colour.

Lacobel painted glass constantly
creates new dimensions of
colour by reflecting the subtle
ways light interacts.
Light and colour are central
to the beauty of Lacobel,
which can be combined with
wood, steel or stone for stunning
effects.
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Specifications
processing possibilities
Safety

Cutting

Shaping and edge
finishing

Comments

Toughened

no

Laminated

no

Safe

yes

Rectangular or
circular

yes

Edge grinding

yes

Grinding

yes

Drilling

yes

Notches

yes

Sand-blasting

yes

Only on the glass side.

Acid-frosting

yes

Matelac range.

no

Lacobel must not be used in external
double-glazing even if the coated
side faces inwards.

Lacobel Safe complies with EN 12600.

Lacobel and Lacobel Safe can be cut in the
same way as traditional mirror glass - see
“Processing guide”.

Special treatments
The paint used for Lacobel is
environmentally friendly – it
does not contain heavy metals
or chemical substances that
damage the environment.
There are also satin-finish versions
of some Lacobel glasses, under
the brand name Matelac
(see www.yourglass.com for more
information).

External application

other aspects
Water resistant

yes

UV resistance

yes

The colours are fixed during the production process
(no discolouring possible).

Bonding/Fitting

yes

See Installation guide in www.yourglass.com.

Easy to maintain

yes

-	All Lacobel colours can be used in wet/humid areas (bathrooms
and kitchens) but cannot be immersed in water.
-	The metallic colours Metal Grey, Metal Blue, Metal Taupe, Rich Aluminium,
Rich Gold, Rich Copper and Starlight Black must be fitted with a Safe film
for use in wet/humid areas.
-	Lacobel must be protected from any water infiltrating at the back
of the glass (use silicones for joints).

lacobel RANGE

MYCOLOUR by Lacobel
MYCOLOUR by Lacobel
Pure White
Ref 9003

Soft White
Ref 9010

Pearl White
Ref 1013

Light Beige
Ref 1015

NEW

Classic Beige
Ref 1014

MyColour by Lacobel is an online service which offers the possibility of designing
your own Lacobel creation. With this unique tool you can quickly order Lacobel
glass in the colour of your choice (if your order is for at least 200 m²).

Classic Grey
Ref 7035

Metal Grey
Ref 9006

Metal Blue
Ref 1435

Pastel Blue
Ref 1603

Luminous Blue
Ref 5002

HOW IT WORKS

Pastel Green
Ref 1604

Classic Orange
Ref 2001

Luminous Green
Ref 1164

Luminous Red
Ref 1586

Jungle Green
Ref 0667

Fuchsia
Ref 4006

Starlight Black
Ref 0337

Dark Red
Ref 3004

Classic Black
Ref 9005

Dark Brown
Ref 8017

The site is easy to use:
• Go to www.YourGlass.com
• Click on the ‘MyColour by Lacobel’ banner
• Enter your login and password. To obtain these details,
please contact your nearest AGC sales office
The system will then give you two possibilities:
• you can either type in the relevant RAL or Pantone colour reference
(if you already know it)
• or you can send a sample (a piece of fabric, paper or any other item) to the
address given on the site and you will receive a sample of painted glass in the
colour you wish to reproduce.						
If the test is conclusive, you can place your order using the paint reference
we give you. Orders will be delivered within 3 to 4 weeks.

BENEFITS  
Light Brown
Ref 1236

Rich Aluminium
Ref 9007

Metal Taupe
Ref 0627

Rich Gold
Ref 0327

Rich Copper
Ref 0128

• Service based on customer requirements
• Orders for at least 200 m²
• Quick delivery times
• A traceability system means you can see the status of your order
(product being produced, product being delivered, etc.)
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Austria - Glasagentur Zimmermann
Tel:+4367684196012-Fax: +43 1 54 89 265
glas.zimmermann@aon.at

Germany - Bluhm & Plate
Tel: +49 (0)40 670 88 40 - Fax: +49 (0)40 670 88 410
info@bluhm.de

Romania - AGC Flat Glass Romania
Tel: +40 264 40 60 17 - Fax: +40 264 440 558
sales.romania@eu.agc-group.com

Belgium - AGC Glass Europe
Tel: +32 (0)2 674 31 11 - Fax: +32 (0)2 672 44 62
sales.belux@eu.agc-group.com

Germany - Clemens Schlatt
Tel: +49 (0)2871 9 94 00- Fax: +49 (0)2871 18 36 81
sales.schlatt@eu.agc-group.com

Russia - AGC Flat Glass Russia
Tel: +7 (095) 411 65 65 - Fax: +7 (095) 411 65 64
sales.russia@eu.agc-group.com

Bulgaria - AGC Flat Glass Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 9555 387 - Fax: +359 2 8500 256
sales.bulgaria@eu.agc-group.com

Greece - AGC Flat Glass Hellas
Tel: +30 210 666 60 11 - Fax: +30 210 666 9732
sales.hellas@eu.agc-group.com

serbia - montenegro - AGC Flat Glass Jug
Tel: +381 11 30 96 232 - Fax: +381 11 30 96 232
sales.jug@eu.agc-group.com

croatia/ Slovenia/ bosnia&
herzegovina - AGC Flat Glass Adriatic
Tel: +385 1 6117 942 - Fax: +385 1 6117 943
sales.adriatic@eu.agc-group.com

hungary - AGC Flat Glass Hungary
Tel: +36 1 219 51 87 - Fax: +36 1 215 54 42
sales.hungary@eu.agc-group.com

Spain & Portugal - AGC Flat Glass Ibérica
Tel: +34 93 46 70760 - Fax: +34 93 46 70770
sales.iberica@eu.agc-group.com

Italy - AGC Flat Glass Italia
Tel: +390 2626 90 110 - Fax: +390 2657 01 01
sales.italia@eu.agc-group.com

Sweden / norway - AGC Flat Glass venska
Tel: +46 8 768 40 80 - Fax: +46 8 768 40 81
sales.svenska@eu.agc-group.com

Denmark - AGC Flat Glass Svenska
Tel: +46 8 768 40 80 - Fax: +46 8 768 40 81
sales.danmark@eu.agc-group.com

latvia - AGC Flat Glass Baltic
Tel: +371 6 7139 359 - Fax: +371 6 7139 549
sales.latvia@eu.agc-group.com

switzerland - AGC Glass Europe
Tel: +41 32 753 71 33 - Fax: +41 32 753 61 78
sales.switzerland@eu.agc-group.com

estonia - AGC Flat Glass Baltic
Tel: +372 66 799 15 - Fax +372 667 99 16
sales.estonia@eu.agc-group.com

lithuania - AGC Flat Glass Baltic
Tel: +370 37 451 566 - Fax: +370 37 451 757
sales.lithuania@eu.agc-group.com

Ukraine - AGC Glass Ukraine
Tel: +380 442 362 068 - Fax: +380 445 012 144
sales.ukraine@eu.agc-group.com

Finland - AGC Flat Glass Suomi
Tel: +358 9 43 66 310 - Fax: +358 9 43 66 3111
sales.suomi@eu.agc-group.com

Netherlands - AGC Flat Glass Nederland
Tel: +31 (0)344 67 99 22 - Fax: +31 (0)344 67 97 24
sales.nederland@eu.agc-group.com

United Kingdom - AGC Flat Glass UK
Tel: +44 1788 53 53 53 - Fax: +44 1788 56 08 53
sales.uk@eu.agc-group.com

france - AGC Flat Glass France
Tel: +33 (0)1 57 58 31 54 - Fax: +33 (0)1 57 58 31 63
sales.france@eu.agc-group.com

Poland - AGC Flat Glass Polska
Tel: +48 22 872 02 23 - Fax: +48 22 872 97 60
sales.polska@eu.agc-group.com

other countries - AGC Glass Europe
Tel: +32 (0)2 674 31 11 - Fax: +32 (0)2 672 44 62
sales.headquarters@eu.agc-group.com

Czech Republic - AGC Flat Glass Czech
Tel: +420 417 50 11 11 - Fax: +420 417 502 121
sales.czech@eu.agc-group.com

www.yourglass.com

AGC Glass Europe has representatives worldwide - See www.yourglass.com for further addresses.

